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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that we, ABIJAH. B. RICHARD
SON and DANIEL FULLER, of Topsfield, of the
county of Essex and State of Massachusetts,
have invented a new and useful Hammock
Stand or Supporter; and do hereby declare
the same to be fully described in the follow
ing specification, and represented in the ac
companying drawings, of which
Figure 1 is a top view; Fig. 2, a side eleva

tion; and Fig. 3, an end view of it as applied

to a hammock.

The upper books serve to support the ham
mock H, which is arranged between them, and
they also have applied to them another ad
justable tent-guy D.
The upper tent-guy, the cross, and the two
sets of braces serve to support the hammock
when a person may be in it, as well as when
it may be empty. The two lower guys not
only answer to support the struts, but enable
one set of them to be adjusted to a greater
angle to the horizon than that of the other
set. By means of them the hammock may be
inclined more or less, so as to bring a person,
when in it, nearly into an inclined or sitting
position, one of the guys being taken up and
the other let out, as may be desired.
The hammock stand or supporter so con
structed can be easily taken apart and packed
in a small compass. It answers for use in the
field, as well as in a house.
We claim
1. The hammock stand or supporter, com
posed of the cross A, the two sets of braces or
struts B B, and the line or guy D, arranged
and applied substantially as set forth.
2. The combination of the cross A, the two
pairs of struts B B, and the three adjustable
tent-guys C C D, arranged alli applied essen
tially in manner and for the purpose as rep

It consists of a cross, two sets of struts or
braces, and certain adjustable guy-lines or
tent - guys, all arranged and applied as here
inafter explained, aud as shown in the said
drawings.
The cross A is composed of two bars, a b,
one being arranged on and at right angles
with the other, the two being secured or piv
oted together at their centers. One of the
bars-viz., that marked b-is provided with
extensions or feet c 0, arranged, as shown, to
support it upon a floor or the ground. This
latter bar also has two abutments or studs, d.
d, extending upward from it near its ends.
Against these studs the feet of two pairs of
struts, B B, abut, The struts of each pair
come together near their upper ends, and
there enter a metallic collar, e, provided with resented. ABIJAH B. RICHARDSON,
two hooks, fg, arranged with it, as repre
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sented. From the lower hooks adjustable
tent-guys C C, or lines provided with slides h Witnesses:
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h, extend to and through staples ii, fixed on
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the bar a of the cross, all being as shown.

